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Education is a continuous process. It goes on all of the 
time, aJtryiNhere and everywhere. Thus the quality of p person's 
education through the school is judged by how well it goes with 
the principles of democratic living. 
In general, we can say that all of us wish the good life, 
although our concepts differ as to just what is the good life; 
but one thing that we do know is that the good life is found in 
the living itself and not outside of it. 
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Since we are seeking a better life for this generation and 
ma.."'1Y comin~~; ones, we are tI"'Jing to plan ways in which our communi~ 
tycan better serve the school; and the school the community. 
Before a school can truly serve the best purposes of a commu-
nity, it should be familiar witp the problems of that comnunity,its 
needs, and its resources. Therefore, in September of 1947, to fur-
ther the efforts of the school in working with the children and to 
help in planning a curriculum to meet community needs, the school 
made a survey, attempting as best we could to get pertinent inform-
ation that would be of value to the school. 
To get this information, we used two questionnaires, one co~ 
piled by the school and one by the Peabody College Survey Committee. 
Although there are many things not included in this survey, such as 
annual income ,etc. , we are well pleased with the response that we 
have had up to this point. We know that ours is a gradual process, 
and we feel that in time the community will accept more personal 
questions when they fully re?~ize what we are attempting to do. 
The information obtained from the survey will be given in the 
first part of this paper. section Two will show how the school is 
trying to meet the needs of the comnunity as revealed in the sur-
vey or in other ways. 
MAP 
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MAP OF CAlIfS H1T'T CO:J'/f(IU'J.'Y 
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SECTION I 
THE C OIvIMUNITY 
· PART I -- THE COI~liMU:tHTY 8 
The Cane Run Community is similar to many other comnmnities 
allover the VIorld, but since it is the particular one that we are 
concerned with in this paper, it seems wise to describe it as fully 
as possible. 
LOCATION 
The cOlTImunity is located in the extreme westen1 part of Jeffer-
son County. Its western boundary is the Ohio River, from the foot 
of Lee's Lane to Bell's Lane and Algonquin Parkway. On the east,the 
community extends along Dixie Highway (Eighteenth st reet Road) to 
Miller's Lane and Ralph Avenue. It is bounded on the south by Lee's 
La.ne and Rockford Lane to Dover Road; and on the north by the city 
limits, which run just a short distance south of Algonquin Parkway. 
Many of the homes in the western part of the community are on 
the Ohio River and Lake Dreamland. This lake is filled by the Ohio 
River. At first it was only a small body of V>iater, but since the 
land was developed for a swruner resort, the lake was made larger. 
Apparently the word lake is a misnomer, and it might better be 
called an inlet, for durinG terrific rains the river backs in to 
the lake, and quite often this neighborhood is flooded, as are the 
homes along the Ohio. 
ROADS 
The main road running through the center of this section i'8 
(vrhich is an extension of Twenty-'Sighth street); 
C'wle Run Roa~ and at angles to it are various other.arteries such 
as Bell's Lane, Camp Ground Road, Ralph Avenue, and Lee's Lane. 
These roads intersect Cane Run Road from the west; Ralph Avenue 
continues across it to the east, and other roads on the eastern side 
are Miller's Lane, Hartlage Court, Crum's Lane, and Rockford Lane. 
The development of this section dates back well over one hun-
~red years. As early as 1839, the Jefferson Pond Drainage Company 
was organized to survey the Pond Settlement (as most of this commU-
nity was then called) and tax money was spent for drainage. The 
drainage was obtained by widening and deepening Mill Creek ( in the 
southernmost section of the community), 'which was called the Big 
Ditch. The Big Ditch is still in the community, and after exces-
sive rains it often floods the surrounding farms and homes. It 
crosses Cane Run Road about a mile from the Ohio River. 
Sibce drainage has always been a problem in this section, the 
Cane Run Road, built in the latter part of the I'Jineteenth century 
by the "Cane Run Plant Road Company", had to be laid on the trunks 
of trees placed close t,oget,her for a foundation -- the Tlcorduroy" 
construction that was quite common in pioneer days. This road was 
owned and maintained by t,he Miiler family until 1895, when it was 
rebuilt with gTavel and crushed rock and sold to the state. It is 
\. 
now an asphalt road owned and maintained by Jeff'erson County. All 
the 110ads leading off from Cane P~un Hoad have E;,ood hard surfaces 
and can be easily traveled. 
Bus transportation is furnished by the Louisville Railviay Com·-
pany for Cane Run Road, Bell's Lane, and Camp Ground Road. There 
is OI)ly one railroad in the cO!I1'11Unity -- a spur track of the K.& I. 
which handles freight for the large indUStrial plants. Rights of 
way are novv being bought for another spur track to be laid in the 
near fu1.,ure to increase the service :t'or tile se industrie s. 
SOIL A,.i\f.!) PRODUCTS 
The soil in this communi-l.Y is very sandy so thal. ~ t absorbs 
the water very rapidly and is well suited to truck farming. Along 
the river is much good bottom land, but with the advent of the war, 
many war-plants \vere built on this. Much of the land is used for 
truck gardening, orchards, flower farming, and dairying. The sec-
tions off Lee's Lane and at Lake Dreamland are Quite heavily wooded, 
and little is planted there other than f~nily gardens. 
, 9*' 
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The truck farms range from one to ten acres. In these are grovm 
seasonal crops, some f2~ilies specializil~ in the same things every 
year, while ot:t.1ers grO'l,A,T a variety of things. In the children's sur-
vey, it was found that fifty-three vegetables and fruits are grown; 
but the ehief crops are Bibb lettuce, radishes, onions, beans, greens, 
peppers, tomatoes, and corn. 
The two large orchards in the community are stocked with apple 
and peach trees, but apples are the main crop. Many of these are 
taken to the city rw.rkets, and many are sold in the com~uni~. The 
two large flower farms grow spring f1.oviTers such as tulips, jonquils, 
narcissi, and other bulb plants. The smaller flower growers special-
ize in growing pansies under cold frames. One large greenhouse in 
the co~nity grows many chrysanthemums in the fall and winter, and 
has potted plants of all descriptions in the spring. 
SCHOOL PLANT AND PERSONNEL 
The present Cane Run School, dating from 1927, is located on 
a ten-acre site in the center of the community. The building now 
consists of fifteen rooms, plus a two-room portable and a large 
dining-room. The personnel consists of: one engineer-gardener; one 
lunch-room raanager and seven he~pers; seventeen teachers; and a 
! 
principal. The present enro~ent is 552 children, an increase of 
about one hundred in the past five years. This is the \~iter's 
fifth year at this school, and her third as principal. The teach-
ers have been on the faculty for from one to twenty years. 
Since the school is some distance from the river, it is not 
directly affected by high water, though heavy rains alvv'ays cause a 
drop in attendance. The ten-acre site gives plenty of room for 
playgrounds, both for ball-games and for free pl~V. 
EAFJ.JY EISTOHY .OF CAFE RillY Cm'J,MHTY * 11 
The early history of Cane Run Community has not been preserved 
,"lS well as might be wished; so only a few remains .,are to be i'ound, 
telling the present generation that the pioneers lived and worked 
here as they did in o~her places. Here and there one can find the 
ruins of old cabins, even the remains of old flower gardens which 
have long survived the cabins whose door-yards they once brightened. 
It is said by some that the i'irst Cane Run School, built about 1816, 
was a small log building still standing on the old T.rIiller estate on 
Miller's Lane and nov~' used as a hog-house. 
A little later, the large, stately brick houses appeared, the 
kind so typical of the Kentucky culture of the 1820's, 30's, and 
40's. A few of these remain standing, most of them in a good state 
of preservation. These homes v\".re once surrounded by plantations of 
from 1,000 to 3,000 acres, on '~1ich could be found from fifty to one 
hundred and fifty slaves, depending on the size of' the estate. :tn. 
these homes, with the help of the house lJegroes, was dispensed the 
hospitality characteristic of the Kentucky of that charming era, even 
through the troubled days of the 1850's. 
Among these homes whi,.:;h are still standing may be mentioned a 
stately old brick house at the foot of Lee's Lane, the home at one 
time of Governor IiIeriwether of Kentucky. This home is in a very good 
state of repair, '"nd is now o'Vmed and occupied by the Howard family. 
This house is very typic al of the "river" homes of that day. 
The Millers, another old family,settled on a thousand-acre es-
tate, part of which is in the Cane Run COITh'nunity, while the other 
part reaches into what is now the city. There are tviO Miller homes 
* Most of this information was obtained through the courtesy of Mr. 
Frank H. Miller and other old residents of the conIrllunity. 
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still standing on Cane Bun Hoad. The one nearer to Louisville re-
places the original home, which was burned; this is a large brick 
house possibly built in the 1850's, judging by its architecture. 
This house has one room on the third floor, like a tower; tradition 
has it that the O\\'11er :-lad this room built so that, veith the aid of' 
his spy glass, he could keep up with the Negroes on the estate. 
Another old lifiller home, ver"J near the present Cane Run School, 
ws,s built perhaps around 1800. This home still has some of the old 
brick quarters for the house servants, and also the small brick es-
tate office. 'J.'his is the home in which Hr. Frank H. Ililler, presi-
dent of the Louisville Railway Company, grewup. The present Cane 
., 
Run School stands on land vlhich Vias once part of the Miller estate. 
In these homes, and in others which have disL,ppeared, 'and con-
cerning which I have no data, the people lived the typical lives of 
the country gentlemen of Kentucky. Then came the Civil War. After 
the war, with slave labor gone, came the inevitable llbustll which 
folmows each post-war boom, and these large estate ovvners were 
forced to sell much of their land. Little b~r little, small tracts 
were sold to immigrants from Europe, mostly German, Dutch, Swiss, 
and Scandinaviansf with a few French. These people, on the whole,' 
became very substantial market gardeners, storekeepers" and farm-
ers. They made up a large part of the population until World War II. 
Among these settlers were the following f&"1lilies: Haller (blacksmith 
and wagon builder); Krusenklaus (bricklayer and builder); Zoeller; 
Thielmeier; Windhorst; Lichteig; Gaus; Bramer; Huber; Wessel; Rein-
stedler; Dienes; Fey; Plenge; Kaelin; Shenk; Seng; Hartledge; l(ramer; 
Kaufman; Wonderheide; Garrison; We.Llman; Duckwa~l; and others. 
At the beginning jf ''forld lYax II, the building of large indus-
trial plants along the river brought in people from allover the 
Umited states, some of whom have stayed in the comraunity, while 
others moved on. Also, just at the beginning of the war, there 
'!,'fas a definite trend of' :t}eople l:1oving from the city to the count!'lJ; 
these families make up a part of' the comrrrunity and will continue to 
do so, as much building is still going on. 
Thus we now !I.ave in Cane Run Com"TIlmity people oi' three groups: 




«UESTIO},T:XAIH1~ COHPIL:-=D BY T:FG SCHOOL FOR USE 1:.\" SUR.Vl:::Y 
This questionnaire was originally planned to survey the child-
ren's ovm backgrounds, interests, and activities; and much of the 
information compiled from it has been found helpful in a better 
understanding of individual children and in curriculum planning. 
However, since this paper uses primarily the information which gives 
a picture of the community and is therefore helpful in adapting the 
school program to communi ty needs, tho se que stions marked vvi th an 
asterisk have been omitted from the discussion in this paper. The 
complete list of auestions is quoted herewith: 
* 1. How do you spend your leisure time? 
* 2. What radio programs do you listen to? 
*3. What are your favorite programs? 
*4.How much time per week do you spend listening to the racLio? 
*5. How rruch spendine money do you get per week? 
* 6. Have you always lived in the country? 
* 7. If not, vlhat cities have you lived in? 
8. Do you live with both your parents? If not, indicate whe-
ther your parents are dead, divorced, or separated. 
9. Does your mather viCrk away from home? 
lO.Emv many children are there in your family? 
* 11. ,\Vhat is your :)osition in the f'arnily? 
* 12. Was either of your parents in the armed services? 
13. Do your parents own their ovm home? 
14. From 'what material is your house built? 
15. FOVT many rooms are there in your house? 
16. Do you hrwe a telephone? 
17. Doe s your family ovm a ca.r? 
18. Does your fa.mily ovm a radio? 
19. Does your faluily ovm a piano? 
20. Does your family take a magazine? 
21. Does your i'arnily ti:l.1:e a daily ne\Js~)a)er? 
9') 
L-J(_, • '\"I'here do you buy ;:10 st of ~rour Groce:, ies? 
2~:. l,:bere do you buy most of' your clothes? 
2.(t. Did your parents go to Cane }\an School? 
25. Did your parents GO bejmnd the eighth GTade? 
26. Did your parents go to high school? 
27. Did your parents go to college? 
28. Are your parents members of any church? If so, 'livhich? 
29. To what clubs do your par-ents belong? 
30. i-Tow do your pa.rents spend their leisure time? 
As is natural in any set of fiDlres obtained from childr-en' s an-
swers to a questionnaire, spread over different days and with vary-
15 
ing numbers present, there are some discrepancies among the totals 
of the various categories, these ranging from 519 to 552. However, 
since the aim of this survey has not been statistical accuracy so 
much as the discovering of trends for the purpose of better adapt-· 
ing school program to community needs, these discrepancies in totals 
may be regarded as unimportant. For the same reason, percentages 
have been computed only to the nearest haJ..f percent without carry-
ing out to further decimal points. 
In addition to the above questionnaire, which was used in all 
the grades simultaneously, the teachers have from time to time sur-
veyed their O'VVTI rooms for pertinent information. Much of this in-
formation has been used in planning curricular or extra-curricular 
projects, as shovm in Part II of this paper; but the answers have 





FAMILY LIl;'E -- As sho'\'m in the section on the history of the commu-
nity, there are three groups of people accordin[, to origin. DuriU£; 
the war, there was a perceptible difference in stability, among both 
children and adults, between the fa.milies o:f v!ar viOrkers and those 
of the older residents, most of v"hom are farmers with a greater de-
gree of permanency and security than the war vmrkers. Since the war, 
however, those of the war-plant eraployees who have reL.1ained have set-
tled do'wn to become a definite part of' the community, and there is no 
longer any clear line o:f demarcation between these two groups. The 
families who have moved from Loui sville have been accustomeci to more 
modern conveniences than those vfho have grown up in the country. Oth-
ervdse, there is ver~r little dif'f'erence among the three groups, and 
the community has a fairly hig1'1 degree of homogeneity. In making 
the survey, no attempt was made to di:fferentiate [~ong the three gro~ 
TABLE I-- 'NUMBEH OF CHILDK;H IN Ii'AIULIES 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9_ 10 11 12 
99 120 76 62 38 25 17 3 19 13 1 
19% 23% l4:J...0t 2/0 12% 7).;; 5% 3% 6/10 of 3~~ 2~; 2/10 of 
1% l(Y p 
COMJ',!EJ--IT-- The median of these figures fculs neal'" the top of the 
group of families having three children; but there are many more 
above this figure than below. This means that the majority of' child-
ren In the school come from families lp..rge enop:gh to foster a good 
de,::ree of self-reliance and of responsibility for others. Also,rnany 
families have several children in school in different grades, and 
tlus makes for a greater degree of family unity in interest and par-
ticipation in school activities. 
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Hany educators, on all levels from kinderga.rten through univer-
si ty, have found a high deGree of correlation betv'leen behavior prob-
lems and children f'rom broken homes or those whose mothers work out-
side the home. At the beglnning of last i"all t S terrn, our second grade 
seemed to be quite unsettled; and since we wanted to understand the 
pupils from all an[:;les, 'we inclUded "these questions. The answers 
revealed "('he following inf'ormation: 
Livlng with both parents -------- 493--- 89 % 
One or both paren"('s deceased----- 15--- 2~b 
Parents separated but nO"L· divorced- 6--- 1~6 
Pa.rents divorced--------- 38--- 7% 
Mothers working outside home------ 96--- 17% 
This is not "\"00 large a percen vage 0:1:' brOKen homes as compared with 
many gropps; but it is enough to prove that children f'rOi'rl such 
homes-- and their parents also-- can easily become problems. One 
little second-grade girl had been proving a great problem to her 
teacher and doing almost nothing in her school work. Then one day 
she came to school greatly elated over having a !fne;;'\' Daddyll; ana with 
this new-f'ound security of home life she became a good student with 
no further behavior problems. Again, an eighth gTade girl was prov-
ing a serious problem in many ways; she stole change, played truant, 
lied about her a.ge and got a job at Vfalgreen t s, and was carrying on 
an affair with a soldier. We found that her mother 'livas working in 
Louisville from 11 P.M. to 7 A.Iil~. in order to give her children things 
not provided by their drinking father. As a result, the girl was 
left very Imlch on her own at night, besides having afternoon respon-
sibility for youger children. Although we were not able to remedy 
the home condition, we did find considerable improvement after her 
mother, her teacher, and the principal were able to 8et together on 
the problem and. try to hel:; the girl see the consequences of her cours. 
of action and offer substitute satisfactions. 
TABLE III -- EDUCA'i' IOHAL BACKGhOTJITD OF PARENTS 
In order that the school may be of the greatest service to both 
parents e--nd children, it is necessa~r to knolt: somethinL oi' the edu-
cational background of the parents. In the inforrilation given below, 
no differentiation is made between those who finished the eighth 
grade and those "itvho stopped school earlier, nor betvJeen those who 
merely attended high school or college and those who \vere graduated. 
Again, there is no attempt at correlation of educational background 
with group origin or with economic 'status; 8Jld "pc.rents" are treated 
as one unit rather than diff'erentiatinc:,' between fathers ano. mothers. 
8th GRA-"JS Oll LESS 




Those whose parents had attended Cane Run School were 180, or 3227&. 
A further indication of the educational backgrounds is seen in the 
fact that only 297 families, or 54~6, take any kind of magazine, and 
450 families, or 827;, take any ne\'vspaper. The questionnaire made no 
inquiry as to 'which mg,gazines v.'ere tpJ<,en; but for several years the 
school has put on a campaign for magazine subscriptions ruld has 
stressed the best. Had this survey been made severcll years ago, the 
results would have been still sflk'lller. 
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COlv'mlENT-- These educational levels definitely need raising; but it is 
encouraging to see the eE'..gerne ss of parents for greater educc"tiol1al 
opportunities for themselves as 'well as for their children. The Pea-
body Survey of Jefferson County shO'\l1S an astonishinc; number of re-
quests for adult education classes -- ranging from ordinary high 
school subjects to Greek, and from woodwDrk to child psycholog-y. Also, 
with parents of such limited backgrounds, the school's responsibility 
is definitely greater. But again '('he veTJT limitations of the parents 
make them eager 'to participate in all school activities, and it is a 
joy to 'I.'vork vdth such enthusiastic supporters. 
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TABLE IV -- nIDUS'T'Rn~s 
Although this is ppedominantly a truck-farming community, there 
are a number of industries, large and small, as shom below: 
Large manufacturing plants (Active)---6 
Large war plants (Inactive) ----------4 
Small manufacturing plants---------- 4 
Garages and filling stations--------- 6 
Distilleries ------------------------ 3 
Dairies ----------------------------- 3 
Flower farms or Greenhouses---------- 3 
stores 
General and Grocery-------------- 10 
Drygoods and Hardware------------ 2 
Drugstore------------------------ 1 
Barber and Shoe Shops--------------- 2 
Night Clubs ------------------------ 8 
Airport ---------------------------- 1 
Junk Yard -------------------------- 1 
COMf!,.~NT -- The above industries furnish employment to most of the 
community workers, aside from farmers. There are few commuters to 
Louisville, except to the Ford and Aetna plants just at the city 
limits and ve~J close at hand. The only professional men in the 
community axe two preachers and a dentist. The preachers of the oth-
er churches come from the city, and there is no doctor nearer than 
Shively or Parkland. This makes it exceedingly difficult to get 
medical attention at night and is a serious lack in the community 
services. Some young doctor could build up a good practice by set-
tling here and would be a great boon to the cormnunity people. 
TABLE V-- MAJOR OCCU~AT10npJ., GROiJPS 
The question about parents I occupations brought a very la.rge 
number of classifications, bUl' these have been grouped under ten 
* headings, as shm'ffi in the United states Census tables, plus the 
heading "Unemployed" which was not included in those • 
1. Profe ssional and semi-professional workers---12--2i; 
2.Farmers and farm mana.£'ers------------------- 65--12;'0 
3. Froprietors, officials, and In8.h,":tgers 
exc(:,;pt farm ------------ 14--25~:; 
4. Clerical anf! kindred 'workers--------------- 25-- 4-~~; 
5. Sales persons------------------------------ 20--4% 
6. Craftsmen, foreman, and kindred workers---- 68--135'6 
7. Operators and kindred workers-------------- 89--17~';; 
8. Domestic workers--------------------------- 19-- 3-},; 
9. Farm laborers and }~oremen------------------ 75--14% 
10. L8.borers (1Xcept farm end mine---------------125--23it:j 
11. Unemployed--------- .----------------------~-- 20-- 4;':; 
QOI'ES:'I'I'. From th(~ abovf3, 'liJe see that most of the parents do some 
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kind of manual labor, eithp.r in industr~r or on the f'arm. Combinin,s 
G-roups ? and 9, we find farm work ·the lar-:.;est c8.te.:;ory, vvith labol'-
ers (mostl~r unskilled) as the next largest. These three to£,'ether 
ffictke up alma st 50r:; of the totp.J.; machine opere.tors and :foremen add 
anot~ler 30%. Again the questionnaire does not distinguish between 
fathers and mothers; but,as has already been shm'm in Table 11,only 
l7% of the mothers work outside the home. 
* List of U. S. Census classifications tsken from \iORLD .ALII.fAlJAC Al'ID 
BOOK OF FACTS, 63rd year of issue; NEW YORK V'lOPLD TELEGRAM, New 
York 15, N.Y.; 1948: page 456. 




















N1J1/fBER OF ~OOr$ 
1 2 
-2 4 5 6 
----L 8 9{ or:: morel_ -- .,., 
1 32 74 162 
of 128 76 33 18 15 
69s 14 % 30% 24% 14% 69~ 3% 3% 
CARS RADIOS PIANOS 
373-- 68% 493--90% 77-- 14% 
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As in the case of the number of children in the family, the median 
for the number of rooms per house falls at the very top of the four-
room grouP. The houses are preponderantly of frame construction; 
and the proportion of home owners makes for a greater degree of 
stability than is found in many city schools. 
TABLE VII -- SHOPPING CENTER.q 
As shovm in Tabl!!' JY, there are several store s in the communi-
ty, but these are all small and carry very limited stocks. The ques-
tion as to where the families buy most of their groceries elicited 
the following information: 
A.&P.Super-Market (Parkland)------








For clothing, practically all purchases are made in Louisville, since 
there are no community clothing stores. Some of the answers merely 
indicated Louisville without specifYing the name of any store. 
22 Where names of stores were given, Sears Roebuck was mentioned by 
222, or nearly 41%. TI1is is the nearest and most accessible of the 
dO'ltVn-toViU store s, and has a larGe parking lot. Another 64, or 11% J 
buy at three other large cash stores; and only 44, or 8%, mentioned 
the four higher-priced stores. 
In other words, the people of this community are thrifty and un-
pretentious folk, who are not too much concerned with the labels on 
their garments, and who do not go into debt for food or clothing. 
In general, the children come to school in neat and sensible cloth-
ing: and when either children or adults attend some special function, 
at our ovm school or elsewhere , they look as well-dre ssed as an;y 
similar group • 
.§OCIAL LIFE OF THE COMMUnITY 
TABLT.~ VIII-- PAP..iSNTS' LEISURE TIIvI8 ACTIVITIES 
The question about parents' club membership and their use of 
leisure time brought out the following: 
P.T.A.---------------------------- 541---9~; 
Church-sponsored activities--------331---60% 




Square Dancing-------------------- 17--- 3% 
There two active clubs in the community besides the organizations 
sponsored by the schools and the churches. These are: the Cane Run 
Improvement Club and the st. Denis Homemakers. Each of tnese meets 
once a month. The Improvement Club works on civic affc.irs pertaining, 
to both Cane Run and st. Denis communities •. In the winter the y SpOR 
SOl' souare dancing once a month. They also make the club-house avail-
. -
able to various organizations that wish to use it. 
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The Homemakers' Club is a sIDPll group of women sponsored by 
the Jefferson County Farm Bureau. Their progrAms include improved 
menus, clot,hing projects, beautificat,ion of house and grounds, party 
decorations, etc., with some study of world affairs. 
It is to be noted that picture shows are conspicuous by their 
absence from this list of parents' leisure time activities. ThiA 
i:~ partly because there is no movie house nearer than Parkland,and 
partly bcaause many of the community families have a very strict 
end narrow attitude towards movies and consider them definitely 
outside the pale. Some parents who do not have this attitude take 
their children in to Par;kland on Friday nights to see a mOViE), but 
they themselves spend the time in SOIne other w~. 
Also, although there are eight night vlubs in the community, 
these do not enter into the community life, but are frequented by 
peo:;::,'18 :from Louisville. VIe were pleased with one incident COllcern-
ing two of our graduates. The boy, a junior in high school, vias 
roturni.ng from the (Junior Prom with his girl, a freshman,and just 
to celebrate, they stopped in at a night club: but after one look 
around, he decided "This is no place for us", and they continued on 
the ir way home. 
RELIGIOUS LIFE OF T:HE C0I1HUNITY 
In the commu.nity are the following churches: 
Baptist Missions from Louisville ~hurches (One of these under construct~on)---------2 
Baptist (Colored)---------------------------- 2 
EvEngelical-Reformed------------------------- 1 
General Baptist (~rinitive or Hardshell)----- 1 
InterdenominationaJ.-------------------------- 1 
ROlnaD Catholic------------------------------- 1 
The question as to parents' church membership gave the following 
information: 
TABLE IX-- CIiURCE I{E;J:;1J3SRSHIP OF PAPw11'JTS 
Hot affiliated (or no anSi'wr given) ------ -- 136---24~ 
Baptist----------------____________________ 301---54~h 
Evangelical-RefWrmed-----------------______ 26--- 5% 
Methodist------------------------__________ 22--- 4% 
Rorna.n. Catholic--------------------------____ 21--- 4°;' /~ 
Christian~------------------_______________ _ 
Presbyteriru1----------------------________ _ 




14 ) ) 
10 ) ) 
5 ) ) 




4 ) ) 
2 ) ) 
8% for total 
of 10 groups 
Episcopal-----------------------------------
Seventh Day Adventist------------------------
Christian & Missionary Alliance--------------
Nazarene-------------------------------------
2 ) ) 
2 ) ) 
2 ) ) 
1 ) 
COMMENT. The most surprising phase of this distribution is the 
fact that,in a community with so many famili.es of European back-
ground,there are not more of the historic European Protestants, 
viz: Evangelical-Reform.a. .. and Lutheran. The smallness of the Ro-
man Catholic groups is due to the fact that most of the Catholic 
families send their children to st. Denis parochial school. 
Since the questionnaire did not include church attendance, 
nor did it include the size of the local churches, "('here is no way 
of knowing how many of the families go in tovm to churches of their 
own denominations, how many attend other denominations, and ho w many 
do not attend at all. Also, it did not include the question of child-
rents attendance at Sunday-School. That would probably be a helpfUl 
item to add another year. 
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SUMMARY -- ?ROFIL:8 OF' AVL~R4.GE FA}!:n~Y IN TIC; C01/ITrfJ.NITY 
Taking the medians of the various tables, vve i'ind the follO\ying 
pict.ure of the avera..ce family in this connnunity. This family con-
sists of '. three -. or more". children, living with both parents in a 
frame house of four or five rooms, ovmed by the family. They have 
a car and a radio, but no telephone and no piano. They take both a 
daily newspaper and a magazine; and they pay cash for both groceries 
and clothing. The father does some form of manual labor, in indus-
try or on the farm, and the mother does not work outside the home. 
The parents have not gone beyond the eighth grade; they are Baptists; 
their social life centers in P.T.A. or church-sponsored activities; 
and they do not attend movies or night clubs. 
All this adds up to a community of thrifty, hard-working, unpre-
tentious, and SUbstantial people, interested in their homes and their 
children and eager for a better life for themselves, their children, 
and their community. This community does not present the problems of 
desperate noverty, parental indifference, or social bitterness some-
times found in congested slum districts: it does not have the prob-
lems of ultra-sophistication, feverish social whirl, and boredor.J., 
vv'hich sometimes make it difficult for the school to interest the 
children of the extremely rich; and it is free from the distractions 
and undesirable influences which continUal movie-going tends to pro-
duce in any city school. 
In other wo"Y>ds, this is a good community to work in, where teach-
ers find excellent cooperation with every effort at making the school 
a real and vital factor in community life, and where there is fertile· 
soil for the planting and growth of good seeds of character an d ci ti-
zenship. Such a community affords rich rew.-ards for all the work and 
efforts already expended, and it offers a continual challenge to 
furthe r efforts. 
SECTION II 
THE SCHOOL ADAPTING ITSELJ? TO C OMMUNI'I'Y NEEDS 
PART II -- THE SCHOOL .ADAPTDJG ITSELF TO COMMUNITY NEEDS" 
EXPANDING HORIZONS 
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In working with the community, we have learned that the peo-
ple, both children and adults, are eager and anxious to learn. 
Most parents want a better life for their children and themselves. 
For a long time the school has realized that these country child-
ren lack many things in their background that the school needs to, 
supplement. We realized that we were judging them by city stand-
ards rather than by the standards of their own community. 
For instance, the second and third grades had been reading 
about train rides and railway stations; but after our survey we 
learned that many of these children had never been on a train or 
in a railway station; so plans were made to take them to town to 
,see these. They were thrilled to death to be so close to a train; 
and actually to get on one was just wonderfu1J For these children 
this was as much of a travel experience as were the trips to the 
Legislature and to Mammoth Cave for the older boys and girlso 
Again, when we tried to teach music appreciation, we realized 
that these children had never attended a concert of ~y kind, nor 
had they been to the Memorial Auditorium in Louisville. So we 
made plans to take groups from the five upper grades to the rrMak-
ing Music" series of the Louisville Philharmonic Orchestra. The 
first year that they att.ended these concerts they were much more 
interested in the building tha~ in the orchestra; after one sea-
son, they did not have to be urged to buy tickets, but were quite 
anxious to go. On one of the programs there was a group of ballet 
dancers; these children had never seen anything like that, and 
they were fascinated. 
These concert trips led quite naturally to the organization of 
our own school orchestra. ~Vhen the County gave us an instructor, 
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the children quite readily bought instrunents of their own, and 
the parents were interested in giving their children the opportu-
nities that they themselves had been denied. 
D~EPENING APPRECIATION OF COMMUNITY PRODUCTS 
Another thing that we learned -- this time by accident--was 
that, although thi sis primarily a truck gardening community, there 
were many vegetables that the children did not recognize. Last 
fall one of the children brought some broccoli to school and left 
it in the office. Every child and adult who came into the office 
that day asked What it was. The adults were as much interested as 
the children in how it grew and how it was to be prepared. Seeing 
this interest, we realized that the people were not familiar with 
the products grown in their own community. Since it was close to 
ThanksgiVing, one of the eighth grades decided to survey the commu-
nity, find out what vegetables and fruits were grown there, and have 
a Thanksgiving exhibit so that all of the children in school might 
have the opportunity to learn about these products of their own co~ 
munity. The parents became so interested in this project that they 
delved into their cellars and cupboards and sent canned or dried 
fruits and vegetables that were not in season. One parent even sent 
a whole basket of broccoli so that every child in the eighth grade 
could have a taste. The exhi bi t was photographed for the COURIER 
JOURNAL~ and the project was correlated with the study of history 
by a comparison of this wide Variety of foods with the much narrow-
er range available to the pioneers of this same section. Of course, 
all of us have learned a great deal from this experience. 
Following the exhibit, the teacher surveyed her room and found 
that there were very few children who had ever been in a green-house, 
much less ever seen vegetables growing under glass. So a trip was 
arranged to a neighboring green-house: the owners were happy to 
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show the children around, and they expressed to us their pleasure 
in what we were trying to do. 
Immediately after this visit, the eighth grade began to make 
plans for spring planting in seed boxes. The children who came 
from the truck farms were given the opportunity of showing the oth-
ers what they knew about planting. One boy brought dirt and seed-
boxes, another brought seeds, and the planting took place under 
their direction. They planted Bibb lettuce, radishes, and tomatoes. 
They were quite interested, and one child especially spent most of 
his time digging and watering the plants. He was so interested 
that the class gave him the to~ato plants, since he had taken such 
wonderful care of them. He is from a family of thirteen, and it 
meant much to him to have these plants as something that belonged 
especially to him. When the boxes were cleared, the teacher was 
planning to send them home, but the children wanted to plant some.-
thing else; so they decided to plant flower seeds, and will take 
the plants home for their own yards. We feel that in this venture 
the school has made a definite contribution toward enriching the 
life of the whole community. 
In the spring of last ye8:r, we started studying wild flowers; 
the teachers showed the children pictures of them, and many of the 
children who lived near the river and the woods were amazed to 
find that the plants that they saw each spring had names. They 
immediately started bringing them to school, and since they seemed 
so intensely interested, flowers became a school and community 
project. We asked children and parents if they would help beauti-
fY the school yard. Parents came with plants to contribute, and 
children with wild flowers that they had dug in the woods. one 
little girl who had been rather unresponsive the child of deaf 
pareBts aarne with her contribution of one rather weak and worn 
plant. We made much over this, and her fa.ce beamed. This child 
has been much easier to work with because of the status thus ac- 29 
guired, and this year, just at the beginning of spring, She 
brought another plant. Her parents, from whom we had~p~eViouSlY 
been able to get any cooperation, sent us ~wo Luna moths to iden-
tify. They gave the school one and took the other home to keep, 
thrilled that we had given them this information and new interest. 
At Christmas time, a basket of holly was sent to the school, 
and the children were quite surprised to find that holly grows on 
trees. So the eighth grade decided, since they had gone all these 
years without knowing that holly grew on trees, that they would 
donate two trees to the school. In purchasing these, they learned 
that there are male and female 'trees; and not only did the children 
learn this, but also the parents. In discussing these trees, some 
of the parents timidly remarked that they bad heard this before but 
had never known it to be a fact. 
When we were planning the beautification of our school, Mr. 
H.FTed Willkie of Seagram's sent his landscape architects to help 
us. They showed the children how to prune and transplant, and how 
to feed the soil. The P.T.A. soon fell in with the children's 
plans and bought tulip and crocus bulbs, a pipe for sprinkling, and 
a new laVlffi-mower. The janitor, who is a gardening enWlJ.sias~, was 
so thrilled with this that he came to school at 6:30 in the morning 
to use itJ This year, each class has bought two rose-bushes for 
the rose garden; and the boys have sodded bare spots, set out the ---
rose-bushes, pansies, and shrubs, cleaned out the flower beds, and 
helped in many ways. The boys who have done this work are not A,B, 
C, or even D students scholastically speaking; some of them have 
already reached the limit of their'ability in "book learning" and 
will drop out of school as soon as they reach the legal age; but in 
their own way they are making a real contribution to the school and 
to the community. One boy who has been hopelessly dull in books 
has an exact knowledge of the commercial value of each square Yard 
of' sod transplanted; he will probably be able to make a good liv-
ing in such work, and will become a substantial and worthy citizen 
of the community. 
SCHOOL AJ'ID COMMUNITY WORKING AND PLANNING TOGETHE1R 'FOR BEAUTY 
At various meetings at the school, parents would comment on how 
badly the hall and classroom walls needed painting. This finally 
reached the ears of the children, who were also becoming dissatis-
fied with the d~rty, dingy walls; so we decided to see what could 
be done about the situation and to enlist the parents' help in 
painting the walls. Those parents who had done the complaining 
came with ladders, brushes, and old clothes, and with the children's 
help painted the classrooms in pastel colors. To some it might 
have seemed preposterous that the parents, who were already paying 
taxes for the upkeep of the school, should have to paint its walls 
themselves. But these parents did not feel that way about it; it 
was their school; their children went there every day; if they 
could beautify it, they would and didJ 
After the children looked at their newly-painted walls, they 
wanted further to beautify their rooms; so they brought plants 
from home for the windows. The school has also become a winter 
conservatory for large house-plants that the owners fear might 
freeze at home. But even with all these added features, the 
rooms still lacked pictures. So the teachers started an all-out 
effort in art, helping the children to beautify their rooms with 
their own pictures. We soon learned which parents could paint or 
draw; these were only too glad to help with posters, and at hol-
iday times they come to school and draw large pictures on the 
boards for the teachers and children. Through this program,many 
children are working with their hands who never did so before,for 
they had never previously been encouraged to make ~riezes or to 31 
do modeling and building. The results are amazing to the school 
faculty and to the community. 
Through the Art Department of the University of Louisville,we 
now receive the loan of one picture each month, and these are 
greatly enjoyed by both children and adults. Another outgrowth of 
this interest in art was a trip by about one hundred upper grade 
children to art exhibits at the Speed Museum, the Art Center, and 
the Board of Education, the last being an exhibit of work done by 
Louisville public school children. Like the trips to the Memorial 
Auditorium for the Philharmonic concerts, this has helped to broad-
en horizons. But in this case the trip was the outcome of a pro-
ject initiated in the school and already successfUlly carried out 
instead o~ being the inspiration of the project as in the case of 
the orchestra. However, the apt trip,too, has had its result in 
the undertaking o~ a further project -- an art ex.'1ibit tn our o\\'n 
school which is now being planned as the cUlmination o~ the year's 
work. 
MlSING COI}i[r4UlHTY STANDARDS OF READD{.G 
For several years,the school has sponsored a magazine sale. 
The first year, this was quite a task, for the only magazines in 
the homes if any-- were comics and a few religious and farm 
periodicals. Most of these had been bought casually rather than 
by subscription. That year we were trying to buy a movie projec-
tor, and people subscribed to the magazines as a gesture to help 
this purchase. In succeeding years, these subscriptions have been 
renewed, and many families are now t8~ing some of the best publica-
tions for children -- ~or we have endeavored to put only the best 
into the homes. Many of the teachers belong to book clubs, and 
they make these books available to the school faculty and to any 
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member of the community who desires them. We are now planning to 
try to get some wider library service established as a real com-
munity project. 
DEVELOPING A SENSE OF COMMUNITY RESPONSIBTI..ITY 
We have tried to give the parents opportunity to serve in va-
rious ways, and they have been agreeably surprised when they have 
accomplished Vlorthwhile objectives. Through the school, interest 
was aroused in the need for an organized recreation program, but 
the adults Vlere hesitant about starting such a program, for they 
lacked leadership and did not kno'w how to go about it. Of cou~se, 
to carry on any such program, money was the first thing needed. 
So, two years ago, the school suggested a Spring Carnival to 
raise money for the recreation program, and the carnival was 
planned cooperatively by the school and the community. It WB.S 
the first time they had ever done anything of this kind, and when 
it turned out a success the entire community was quite pleased 
with itself. 
After contacting the proper agencies, the school stepped 
out of the picture and left this program in the hands of the com-
munity, trying to make them feel that they had made this achieve-
ment all on the ir own. For the past two yeaxs they have con-
ducted their summer playgrounds, teen-age clubs, etc. They have 
constructed sliding-boards, see-saws, and ball-diamonss, whereby 
both children and adults may enj oy the program. In the winter, 
the school has used the facilities of the Jefferson County Recrea-
tion Board for hockey, handcrafts, field day, and softball in-
struction. Of course, much still remains to be done, but the 
corrmru.nity is earnestly working on it. 
WORKING TOGSTHER FOR B8TTER HEAT ,'TIT 
- ' 
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For several years it was noticeci that days, and often weeks, . , 
wer~ lost at the beginnin~ of the school year by first grade Child-
ren whose ~arents had :failed to have them vaccinated for smallpox 
be fore they started to school. Since there is a state law' that no 
child can enter school without beine imrrru.nized, we tried to work 
out something that would remedy this condition. Accordingly, we 
decided last year to have pre-school registration in the spring, 
in order to let the pre-school children visit the school and to 
give teachers and parents an opportunity to get acquainted. This 
also gave the teachers an idea,of how many children to prepare for 
in the fall. 
For this pre-school registration, we arranged with the Jeffer-
son County Health Department to provide services for a thorough 
check-up of each child, thereby giving the parents an opportuni-
ty to make any needed corrections during the summer months before 
the children should start to school. We asked the Health Committee 
of the P.T.A. to assist us with the records and health cards and 
also to furnish transportation for mothers and children who had no 
other w~y of getting there. 
This venture proved quite successfUl in many ways. Not only 
were the children in better physical condition when school started, 
but the teachers established a bond with the parents, and this 
means much to children. The usual crying and fear that generally 
accompany the first day at school were conspicuous by their absence, 
for these children felt very much at home. They had been at school 
in the spring, they had met the teachers, visited the first-grade 
rooms and bathrooms, and had actually selected their food, carried 
their tr~ys, and paid for their lunches in the lunchroom just like 
everyone else. 
Since the pre-school registration was so successfUl last year, 
• i 
34 both teachers and parents asked for it again this year. This 
time we included not only those children who would register for 
our OWD first grade in September, but also those who would attend 
st. Denis, the parochial school in our locality, thus covering all 
children up to six years of age in our COnmRlnity. 
One astonishing fact that we learned is that we had such poor 
eaters in school. They ate a lot, but not always the foods that 
were best for them. Three years ago we started the Federal Lunch 
Program, which, of course, serves a balanced meal for a small S1..L"U. 
Even vd th this program, it has taken much planning to get the 
children to eat certain foods. The teachers have tried various 
plans to improve the eating habits of their children. One class 
in particular has a "Clean Plate Club", and they really have 
learned to eat foods that they had not even tried before. One dqy 
two children carne into the office much excited, and very proudly 
announced that they had at last gotten up nerve enough to eat a 
beetJ The eating plan is not perfected, but the parents are back-
ing the school in this project. We expla.ined to them at p. T.A. 
what we are trying to do, and asked their cooperation; and from re-
Dorts that we have gotten, the children not only eat these foods 
at school but they are also eating them at home. 
LEAHI,{ING TO APPRECIATE fiRER NATIONALITIES 
When our questionna res i were returned, we felt a need for 
community and children to be more interested in their own early 
Ch i tmas we decided ancestors. Accordingly, in preparation for r s , 
to study the Christmas customs of different countries, and we 
asked the parents to come to school and tell the children any sto-
ries that had een an e b h d d dOwn to them from earlier generations. 
very l.·nteresting and enlightening. The children The results were 
h · parents had received from relatives brought postcards that t e1r 
in Germany, Holland, and Switzerland. We had exhibits of wooden 
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shoes, pictures, two very ancient German Bibles, text-boOks, and 
many other interesting things that had been handed dovm from one 
generation to another. The children in each room studied the cus-
toms, the art, the music, and the literature of a different coun-
try; then they visited each other S"rooms. The parents cooperated 
enthusiastically in furnishing material for the exhibits; one moth-
er cooked a whole hog's head and put an apple in its mouth to help 
illustrate the Old English Christmas. Children who had not been 
too proud of their German ancestry now beamed with pride; and we 
learned that where children are concerned there is no hatred of 
peoples, races, or religions. We feel that this Christmas study 
will have a great influence on-the community in bringing about a 
better understanding of other peop~es and providing a better found-
ation for ~iving together. 
Not only at Christmas, but throughout the year, there is con-
stant correlation of art and geography in the study of various 
countries. The children have made some beautiful friezes, screens, 
etc., and have brought many objects from home to illustrate their 
studies. 
One of the most outstanding and helpful events in internation-
al relationships on the personal scale was the visit of a s:even-
year-old Chinese girl who lives in the same house with the princi-
pal -- the child of a Chinese University professor doing advanced 
research in chemistrY under a seagram Fellowship. Taking advantage 
of the Good Friday holiday in the city schools, the principal 
brought this little girl to Cane Ruoand let her visit each room in 
turn. Her charming personality, gay friendliness, and exquisite 
manners made a deep impression on the children; and she returned 
home laden with Easter eggs, candy, and flowers. When her mother 
somewhat anxiously asked, "And what did you give them in return?" 
the principal assured her that Betty's gift was one never to be for-
gotten-- for she had written her name in Chinese on the black-
boards and the children treasured this highly. 
OVERCOM:ING RELIGIOUS PREJUDICES 
At one time in this community, there was much bitterness be-
tween the public school and the parochial school because of relig-
ious prejudice. We have tried to overcome this prejudice in part 
by having patrol boys from St. Denis on our school buses-- for the 
parochial school children are transported by the County buses. (In 
fact, it was in this commun~ty that the contention about parochial 
pupils on tax-supported buses first arose; but the principal had 
been unaware of this fact when, the new plan was instituted). At 
first there were all kinds of disturbances, but a much better at-
titude is developing both on the buses and in the community. When-
ever the parochial school children have to transfer at our school, 
we ask them to come inside and wait; and if disputes arise, no dis-
crimination is made between ~he two groups. Naturally, these atti-
tudes are reflected at home, and adults of both groups can be seen 
working together in various activities of both schools. 
FOSTERING MORAL AND HELIGIOUS IDEALS 
Since this is such a scattered community, and many children 
are not in church, we f'e1 t that the children's moral instruction 
should be supplemented by the school. This question was discussed 
with the P.T.A. before any definite plans were made, for the co~ 
munity is composed of many different faiths. The P.T.A. asked for 
moral instruction classes for children who had their parents' per-
mission to attend. Again this was a new problem for the school;so 
arrangemenT,s were made with the Child Evangelism Group to present 
Bible stories by means of the Flannel-graph. The method of pre-
senting the stories was quite effective, but the program was highly 
emotional, and some of the leaders, though very simcere in their ef-
forts, were poorly educated. Consequently we used this program for 
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only one year. This year at Christmas time we had a minister 37 
from a neighborin[~ community to tell the story of liThe Other VVise 
Man". The children enjoyed this presentation, and plans are being 
made to have this speaker present a series of Bible stories in the 
future. 
Al thpugh we have not yet worked out a full program of moral 
instruction as a separate part of the curriculum, yet we feel that 
there are definite moral and spiritual values in many of the other 
programs and activities of the school. This is eS}?3Cdally true of 
the efforts toward increasing understanding and appreciation of 
other nationalities and other religions; and v,~e seek to base all 
of our work on sound moral ideals. 
Since some of the parents in the community have had very strict " 
and narro\",' attitudes towards the movies-- so mnch so that even some of 
the seventh and eighth graders had never seen a mo~,,"ie of any kind--
we have had to e:A.-plain very carefully the uses vre have made of the 
aUdio-vi sual aids purchased by the P. T. A. The se are used not onl:, for 
class-rll7om instruction but for occasion8~ recreational movi.es at re-
cess time when children c~m tE'J<e their choice of attending the shoVJ 
or engaging in active play. These have included travelogs, Vh.lt Disney 
cartoons, nature film.s, and a few comedie s. We have tried to hc,lp 
both parents and children realize that the basis of judging anything 
should be the 'wa: r it is used rather than blanket conderrmation. If 
everyone can reach this point of judging for all acts and all people, 
the world will be a much better place; and we feel that learning 
discrimination without condemnation has real m~r91 nnd spiritual 
values. 
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ORGANIZBD GROUP ACTIVITIES 
In the school are various ore&"1izations that vie feel contrib-
ute a great deal to community life. The oldest of these is the 
Parent-Teacher Association. In just a few years this has been built 
UD into quite a large and active orga.nization. The parents are ea-
ger to work, but they depend on the teachers to direct their acti-
vi tie s. The programs are much enj oyed by the members and are on a 
very high level, which the members seem to appreciate. Through 
their money-raising activities, they have provided supplementary 
books and records, and have fully equipped the school'with audio-
visual aids and with an inter-communication system. B,y means of 
this, messages can be sent in either direction between the office 
and the various classrooms, and programs can be broadcast to the 
whole school. The P.T.A. has also recently bought a recording ma-
chine, which can be used to make transcriptions of class plays and 
programs and can be of great help in improving speech habits. This 
can also contribute greatly to music appreciation, since it makes 
possible the transcribing of commercial records belonging to ~y 
individual for the school's ovvn record library. 
Besides the group work of the P.T.A., there is opportunity for 
more individual service through the "Grade Mothers", who c'·n always 
be called on to help with any project for their respec;tive e:,Tades. 
vVhen this plan \",'as first put into practice, three years ago, l.t 
was entirely new to the mothers, for they had felt rather self-con-
scious about coming to school, and to be asked to render individual 
service was FUmost. unbelievable. They were quite reticent about 
accepting responsibility, but when they did, the results brought 
great pride and satisfaction to everybody; and they now come wil-
lingly to give of their best. The activities of both P.T.A. and 
Grade 'Mothers shOiV' that parents are willing to work unstintingl] 
for their children. 
;jtJ' ." ... 
Among the boys of the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth 
6Tades, there is a very active Junior Conservation Club under the 
sponsorship of the state Department of Conservation and the Jeffer-
son County Sportsmen I s Club. This club is counselled bJr the men in 
the cOffiWlnity and by the game warden. The progrcJns are well worth-
while; and t,he fine attitudes that are built toward law and author-
i ty are oui te noticeable when boys and dads are seen talking f'reely 
and in a friendly manner with the warden. 
For the girls there is a Four-H Club directed by women in the 
cormnuni ty. Four women come each "II'Jeek to teach sewing at school; 
and since we have no facilities there for t~achine cooking, one of 
the community ladies volunteered to teach a group of girls in her 
own kitchen. She stated at the time that she had had some training 
and that she wanted to make this contribution of her services to the 
school. One day, after the girls had been cooking for awhile , they 
served a luncheon to the teachers; they prepared the food, worked 
out the decorations, and served under their sponsor's guidance. It 
was the first time for manJ~ of them even to attend a luncheon,much 
less to be the hostesses. The boys also do some Four-H work, but as 
yet they have no community sponsor. 
Another organization sponsored by the school -- end quite an 
active one-- is the Junior Science Club, including both boys and 
girls, and affiliated with the Kentucky Senior Academy of Sciences. 
After the school survey of last fall, this gTOUp did an intensive 
study of breakfasts, using white rats and hamsters for their experi-
ments. They raised their o~~ funds to purchase these animals; and 
at the conclusion of this study, with the help of their parents, 
they gave a breakfast at which they served the foods they had been 
studying. They had been so interested in their experimental ani-
mals that they decided to breed hamsters. They bou5ht a pair for 
this purpose, and have made a thorough study of these little-kno'wn 
rodents. They bred them and then waited impatiently for the first40 
litter, which appeared punctually in twenty-eigllt days. 
Having been successfuL with their hamsters, they wanted to 
build a terrarium; this they did with the help of their fathers, 
one man using old street-car windows for the construction. The 
terrarium now has several snakes" a terrapin, a salamander, a cham-
eleon, and many wild plants. The terrarium is a great source of in-
terest not only to the children in that room but also to the entire 
school and community; the children frUlll every room take their par-
ents up to see it, and one of the snakes was brought in only a few 
days ago by a child from one of the lower grades. The School feels 
that, although 't.nis started as 'a school project, the community has 
had a part in it and feels a sense of ownership and pride in it. 
The Science Club also invited a neighboring school to attend 
one of their meetings, in the hope that the visiting school would 
be sufficiently interested to organize a club of their own. This 
they did, and at the State Convention in Bellevue, Cane Run and its 
daughter club had eighty members present, and our school tied with 
Anchorage in winning a prize fbr starting new clubs. At this con-
vention, also, where our grade school children were in competition 
with senior high school boys and girls from Louisville and the 
whole state, one of our girls won a prize in the speech contest 
~~th her report on food experiments. 
Besides the Science Club of the upper grades, there is also 
an Audubon Club in the lower grades, this having originated in the 
wild-flower studies. Two girls came into the office recently much 
concerned over a baby bluejay which had fallen from its nest; and 
when a killdeer elected to lay its eggs right in the middle of the 
playground, the whole school united to protect the nest. 
Two other organizations are the School Boy Safety Patrol and 
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the Student Council. The Safety Patrol has been in action for 
several years, supervising playgrounds, traffic in the building, 
fire drills, and the loading and unloading of school buses. This 
year there is great excitement in this group, for all the School 
Boy Patrols of Jefferson County are being entertained by the County 
Police with a luncheon and a free trip to a ball-gameJ No wonder 
the boys take great pride in belonging to this organization and in 
living up to the high standards of dependabilty, citizenship, and 
leadership which are prerequisites for membership. 
The Student Council is a newer organization, for it has been 
only recently that we felt that the children were ready for this. 
We work on the assumption that the school belongs to the children, 
and that they should learn to discipline themselves at all times, 
with the teachers in the background. Up until last year, the sev-
enth and eighth grades were being led to the bathrooms and back by 
their teachers, just like the lower grades. We felt :that this Was 
bad procedure; but since the children had to go through the lunch-
room to get to the toilets, and there was always much congestion, 
it was the best that we could do. Last year, after the Board of 
Education (through the determined efforts of the parents) had built 
us a large lunchroom, we felt that we could inaugurate a different 
plan of letting the children go about the building other than in 
marching order. At first this new-found freedom was not too suc-
cessful, but it is improving and showing real growth. 
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SOCIAL BY-PRODUCTS OF GROUP ACTIVITIES 
It has been noticed that both children and adults are often 
lacking in the social graces. In fact, the first year that we had 
a lunchroom, even eighth graders used spoons for all of their food, 
and it was a real effort and achievement to get them to use knives 
and forks naturally and easily. 
Each year the Conservation Club gives a father-and-son banquet. 
The boys plan the program and menu, which is served by the mothers~ 
the fathers are the boys' guests~ and there are special outside 
guests. At the first banquet, last year, we learned that we were 
again taking too many things for granted in our community. The first 
item on the menu was fruit cocktail, and when it was time to start 
eating, everyone just sat. Then it began to dawn on us that they 
had eaten fruit cocktail for dessert but never at the beginning of a 
meal. Finally, some of the outside guests began eating theirs, and 
others followed suit. Another thing that we noticed was that between 
the meal and the program the boys got up and left the room; and on 
being questioned later, they said they had gone to the bathroom. 
Also, the mothers were not sure from which side to serve; and there 
were various other things that made us realize afresh that the com-
munity needed the school's help. Having judged by our own stand-
ards, we did not realize that they did not know these simple things. 
'l~his year the banquet moved smoothly, showing improvement. at all of 
these points. 
Even the mothers felt ill at ease in new situations. Each year, 
as a culmination of the year's work, the teachers entertain the 
grade mothers with a dinner at some good public dining place. 
(Stone Inn was so popular the second year that we chose it again this 
year instead of following out our original idea of going to a differ-
ent place each time.) The first year, some of the mothers hesitated 
about accepting ~he invitation because they had neverbeen to a din-
ner of this kind. One mother of foreign birt.h told a t.eacher that. 
She didn't know What. to do at a public dinner and so She was going 
to do just as the teacher did. Another expressed the hope that it 
wouldn't cost over $5.00, since that was all she had with her. The 
teacher assured her that there would be no charge, since the teach-
ers were grateful to the mothers for their fine help and were glad 
to show their appreciation in this way. At the close of school, on 
the day when teachers were working on records, thes e grade mothers 
took possession of the lunchroom and served the teachers a most de-
lightful luncheon, with elaborate and unique decorations. This year 
they provided the decorations for a County P.T.A. luncheon in Louis-
ville; and these were so much admired that the chairman is in demand 
for other such affairs. 
At various times when parents have been asked to make brief 
talks, we have noticed embarrassment and lack of self-confidence, 
due to inexperience. So the school is attempting to train the child-
ren to think on their feet so that they will not suffer from simi-
lar embarrassment when they are grown. Various means have been 
tried for this purpose, one of the most successful being a one-act 
play. This was given at a P.T.A.meeting and was so enthusiastical.-
ly received that the children wanted to enter it in a one-act play 
contest. Not having had a stage to practice on, we were dubious 
about this, but the children did not seem to realize the difficul-
ties. For the first contest, in another school, the parents brought 
all t.he stage properties in their cars and trucks so that these 
tbings at least would be familiar. They won this district contest, 
proving undoubtedly to both children and parents that they could do 
as well as children from a different background. On the following 
night they had to put their play on again for the county-wide contes~ 
and again parents loaded their trucks and cars with furnit.ure and 
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went alon.s. Alt.hol1Ch t'-,r)7 J ,)st t11ic f'~nl"~ contest, VIe could see 
real gro1'1:,11 ,~,n tJ'f': ~,t"!-,itud'" of good sportsmanship that both parents 
and children displayed. 
WIDER CONTACTS BEYOND THE LOCAL COkIT\!TIJ1'JITY 
When the teachers were asked to comm.ent on the yea:!' ' s work, sev-
eral of them mentioned as its high poin~ the special faculty meet-
ings held once a month for broadening the teachers I ovm appreciation 
in various fields. The teachers of each grade were responsible for 
securing speakers; for all of these, they went outside the local com-
munity and brought in spee~ers from Louisville, each an expert in 
some special field. These were 'as follows: 
September-- Dean Oppenheimer of the University of Louisville, 
on school objectives. 
October--Mrs. A.:S.Sav.yer, head of a private nursery school, 
on children's behavior problems. 
November--Miss Hosp..lia Kurz, supervisor 01~ health education in 
Louisville Public Schools, on he9~th programs. 
December-- Miss Martha Christensen, supervisor of art instruction 
in Louisville Public Schools, on methods of' tea,chint,' art. 
January-- Miss Adelaide P. Bostick, book revie'wer, on the novel 
Hope of _Earth. 
February-- Dr. Gerhard Herz, head of r.,lusic Appreciation Department 
in U. of L., on criteria for choice of a record library. 
March-- ~iliss Hilda 'l'hrelkeld, Dean of Women in U. of L., on 
guidance. 
April-- Dr. George A.Muench, Professor of psychol06Y at U.oiL., 
on understanding children. 
May-- l'vTr. Richard Van Hoose, ne'1:V Superintendent of Instruction 
in Jefferson County Public Schools, on t,he Peabody 
survey. 
'llhe se faculty meetings have thus brought the school into closer con-
tact with the larZ'.o'er com:-nuni ty of' Loui sville, and have enabled the 
teachers to enrich their own oontributions to the loce~ community 
by 'what they have gained from these outside contacts. 
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There are other wP~ys also in which 1,','ider contacts have been 
made. Last year, in order to become better c'.cquainted with the 
various facul tie s in '."he Dixie Highw8.Y area, and to create a f'eeling 
of unity in a common approach to school problems, the Cane Run facul-
ty gave a tea for all the teachers of the elementary schools in this 
area: viz., Kosmosdale, Valley Graded, Kerrick, Hedora, Greenwood, 
and Mill Creek. The eight..f1grade girls helped with the preparation 
and serving of this tea; and Dr. John Dotson, curriculum director 
of the Louisville Board of Education, spoke on curriculum planning. 
Just before Christmas of this year, Cane Run School held open 
house for Miss Ruth Dunn's graduate slass in education from the Uni-
versity of Louisville. Since this class included teachers from both 
city and county schools, this gave an opportunity f'or a better un-
dersta;(ding between the two groups of teacl1ers. 
LAST-MINUTE COI!!lJUHIOUES FROM THE }1f~OHT 
The only reason for closing this p.aper is the fact that there 
is a deadline for handing it inJ The ~rojects and activi-ties planned 
and carried out for 1:.11e purpose of adapting the school to community 
needs go on endlessly from day to day. 
Slnce the typing of this paper was started, the first grade has 
expanded it-s horizons by a trip in to Louisville to see the Parkland 
library, the fire-h,)use, and Shavmee Park. Also, the f'ourth, fif'th, 
and sixth grades have participated in the "Quiz-Down" program spon-
sored by the CaURlliR-JOURlr.AL. On this progrBli1 they were paired with 
,prestonia, a school v,hich includes many children of university pro-
fessors. OUr children were rather timid, again stressing the need 
for further training in~hinking on their feet and speaking in 
public. 
This need was also emphasized in a recent eighth grade luncheon, 
when neither the girl who askad the blessing nor the boy who lnade 
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the speech could be heard clearly. The girl had declined the teach-
er's suggestion that she 'Write out and practice the grace she intended 
to use; this was because her church does not approve of VvTitten pray_ 
ers, but insists that they must be only rffrom the heart". This lunch-
eon also, like the COJ1servation Club banquet of' last year, revealed 
unfamiliari ty vd th certain foods, when some of the children did not 
Know that the patty shells cont8::Lning the creamec:' chicken were edible. 
In spite of these points, hovlever, this luncheon was a real 
achievement and a veT"J delightful affair. rrhe luncheon, like the 
breakfast previously mentioned, was the outgrowth oi' the class study 
of foods. The two meals, hovrever; were eiven by the two different see 
tions of the class, so that each had the opportunity of planning and 
serving as hosts. The breakfast included only the one section, with 
the health supervisors as guests; the luncheon included the whole 
e igh th grade, the bre akfast se ct i :)n be ing gue sts, along vd th the supe~· 
visors and other outside guests. 
For this luncheon, the children planned the menu, which Vias pre-
pared by the grade mothers and served by the hostess class; they made 
the favors and the mints; and on the attractive menu f'olders they in-
cluded a detailed typed list of all the miner2~s 2nd vitamins in each 
article of food. 
Since the beginning of this paper, also, the art exhibit pre-
viously mentioned has materialized, with scores of pictures attractiva-
ly mounted all around the lunchroom and halls, besides literally hun-
dJeds more in the various classrooms. These cover a wide variety of 
subjects -- children at play; a neighborhood dairy; railroad trains, 
boats, and airplanes; circus and racetrack scenes; and the ne"Y escala-
tor at stewart IS DT"J Goods store in Louisville. The children have 
greatly enjoyed seeing the display of each others' work; and the P?J'-
ents could hardly believe their eyes at the final P.T.A. meeting, when 
..., 
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the pictures shared honors with music by the school chorus and a 
style show by the Four-H Club. 
,$Q ; 
The whole art project was the outgro'wth of Miss Christensen I s 
meeting with the f'aculty in December. For the second semester, five 
of the teachers enrolled in her class at the University of Louis-
ville; and she and the school have mutually Tladopted" each other. 
Even teachers who were not in her class felt free to call on her :for 
help and advice, and she has given to them as generously and gracious-
ly as to her o'l;vn students. She and her assistant also expressed de-
lighted amazement at the results in the completed art exhibit. She 
appraised it as the best illustration she has ever seen of what can 
be accomplished with average children and teachers who have no high-
ly specialized art training, when there is unbounded enthusiasm and 
the willingness to work. Miss Christensen agreed wit,h the teachers 
that it was much better not to give any ribbons or to introduce any 
competitive element; for the choice of pictures in the "exhibitTl in 
-the lunchroom represented each child's best el.i'ort, regaldless of 
hoV! that might compare wi tIl some other chlld IS viork; and the many 
other pictures remaining in the various classrooms also expressed 
the desire for self-expression and f'or beautification of' surround-
iugs. 
SU}tIMAHY OF SCHOOL IS }-:ELATIOHSHIP Wr::'IT TIfE CO;TI:;:JI\fT~:.Y 
The school has sought to use its knowledt;e of the comrnunity to 
make the school program more vital and meaningftll; and it has sought 
to use the school program to enrich the community life. In this 
endeavor it has sought to do three things: (1) to supplement the 
environment of the local cOJD.muni ty by of'fering the children expeiFi-
ences which vnll eive a wider knovdedbe and appreciation of' the out-
side 'INorld; (2) to deepen appreciation, on the part of both children 
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and parents, of y'hPct the cOlOmunit~r it,self has to offer, both in its 
phys:ical products <".nel in its ec.rly hi story emu tile var'ied backgrounds 
of its people; CI$) to enrich "(,he present and ilit .. ure life of the com-
muni ty in a,~ many ways as.ossible. 
The first objective has leG. to numerous trips -- to Louisville 
to see trains, railway stations, librarieEo, fire-houses, parks, etc., 
or to attencL concerts and c.rt exhibi ts; and to other parts of' Ken-
tUd:y--to l\~c-llnr.aoth C[iVe, to the Legislature, and to the state Conven-
tion of Science Clubs. 
outstanding among the projects inspired by the second aim were 
the Thanksglving exhibit of fruits and vegetables and the Christmas 
exhibit from the parenttl ancestral home-lands. This latter also 
carried over into a better appreciation and understandinG of other 
nationali ties, and a greater friendliness to'V'lard them. 
Among the ways of enriching community life may be mentioned the 
magazine contest, the school orchestra and chorus, the art exhibit, 
the play, the beautific,-;,tion of the school grounds, [:: .... nd the planning 
at school of many projects 'which are of' inter'est to the v1hole comr.au-
nity. 
We hfwe worked towards better- health both by food studie s and 
demonstrations, "vi th continued emphasis on better eating habits, and 
by the pre-school registration and cL,nic. We have draViTI the parents 
into these projects to make them real COlamunity efi'orts; and b~r ex-
tending the pre-school 11\'ork to include the children of the parochial 
school, we have helped to break down some of' the barriers of' preju-
dice between those of different fEdths. 
In vvorking for a recreation ~)rogram, we il1troduced. the community 
to the v.'idel resources of the vlho1e County, ancJ. then threw responsi-
bility upon the <D mmunity leaders themselves. And the teachers have 
continually drav\,TI upon the wider resources of' Louisville and the whole 
• 
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County to enrich the school proLrCJJ!1 cLnd to increr:%se its contribu-
tions to the loced community. 
We have initiated or fostered numerous organized groups for 
the purpose of enriching the life of both the school and. the com-
I:1Unity; and as an outgrowth of these, as well as by working 'with 
individuals, we have helped both children and parents ..!(,o feel more 
at ease in social situations. Opportunities for such learning are 
i'ound in situations of failure as well as in situations oi' success; 
and we are constantly on the watch for :further opportunities in 
these as in other lines. 
PLANS FOE rrJ:-D~ FlYl''(JT::E 
V{hat of the future relationships betvJeen the school and the 
conm1Uni ty? We hope that the two may be dravm even closer together 
in the constant effort to promote better living for all; that the 
school will have a part in helping the community to progress on its 
o'Vvn initiative, but that the school will 8~'VJays be ready to serve 
inconspicuously at various stages of developmento Vie earnestly 
(YII 
hope that through united efforts the time will come 'l;l,'hen teachers, 
children, c\nd parents together can plan cm ricula sui ted to the needs 
of the cornr::lUnity and can thus help to enricJ.1 tne lives of all con-
cerned; that through the combined efforts of school and cormnunity 
the fundamentals of the good life may be established among our ovm 
gy,OUP; and that many of the problems that trouble the world today 
may be solved in the not too distca.Jlt future by the generations \.ho 
shall succ~a the parents and children of today. 
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